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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Inverse statistical methods to analyze utility billing data
and/or hourly/daily monitored energy consumption data are
being increasingly adopted by building professionals engaged
in improving the energy efficiency of existing buildings. The
field is quite mature but still evolving as it adapts to the surge
of energy interval data provided by smart meters. For example,
many of the simpler physics-based models relying on regression methods are being enhanced by the use of machine learning or data mining techniques coupled with knowledge bases
of energy use data from different generic building types and
other types of data streams. Although quite sophisticated, the
published literature seems lacking in robust and sensitive
methods to perform some of the simpler analysis tasks. Two
such tasks are related to the automated identification and
removal of outlier data points during days when the building
is operated abnormally, and to the identification of day types
or, more correctly, to the identification of a parsimonious set
of building operational and occupancy schedules. This paper
proposes a methodology to perform those tasks (which can be
automated) using robust techniques borrowed from the data
mining literature. These tasks are essential if one wishes to
subsequently use the data to operate the buildings more efficiently—for example, to identify baseline models, to perform
condition monitoring, or for short-term load prediction for
demand response programs. Such issues are addressed in a
companion paper (Jalori and Reddy 2015). The application of
the proposed methodology is illustrated using two different
buildings, one synthetic (the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) medium-office prototype) building and another, an
actual office building.

It is well known that operating existing buildings efficiently is a very cost-effective way of reducing the global
energy footprint. The first step in doing so is to baseline the
existing building’s energy consumption. This would allow
more accurate assessment of the energy savings from operational and maintenance (O&M) changes and from implementing energy-efficiency measures (EEMs). The research
community has developed a number of methods for baselining
the energy consumption of existing buildings. Inverse statistical modeling, a common baselining methodology, is the
process of identifying a predictive model structure and estimates of the model parameters from measured data of the
system while in routine operation (Reddy 2011). It helps the
user achieve a better understanding of the systems dynamics
by combining the basic physics of the system with statistical
methods. However, measured data often contains abnormal
building operational behavior and these have to be identified,
which is a tedious process if a robust baseline model is to be
identified. The vast majority of published literature and past
studies have not addressed this issue of data quality checks to
the extent that it deserves. Additionally, only a few references
can be found that deal with changes—seasonal or nonseasonal, intended or unintended—during the operation of
actual buildings.
This paper proposes a methodology that uses data mining
techniques to screen monitored whole-building energy interval data prior to inverse model fitting. More specifically, this
methodology is meant to achieve the following:
•

identify/detect abnormal energy consumption data or
outliers, i.e., data points that are numerically distinct
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•

from the majority. Instead of identification and removal
based on manual observation (using scatter plots or boxand-whisker plots (see Haberl and Abbas [1998]), and/
or simple analytics (for example, screening of residuals
of models fitted to the entire data [Li et al. 2010]), a
more rigorous method is needed that is amenable to
being automated.
explicitly discern days/periods with distinct building
operational schedules by clustering the days into separate energy consumption groups based on their 24 individual hourly consumption

The companion paper (Jalori and Reddy 2015) suggests a
new mathematical structure of a single, unified model that can
be used for different purposes, namely, for verification of
energy savings from implemented EEMs (often done at daily
time scales), for condition monitoring (done at hourly time
scales), and for short-term forecasting (suitable, for example,
to identifying demand-response measures).
LITERATURE REVIEW
Smart meter electric consumption data has become available with the inception of electricity deregulation and marketdriven pricing around the world, thus forcing utilities to match
consumption with generation (Buchmann et al. 2012). In the
building energy performance domain, energy interval data,
when combined with sophisticated analysis and visualization
software, can provide insights into usage patterns and allow
users to identify faulty equipment, validate monthly utility
bills, evaluate rate options, verify operational and control
modifications (O&Ms), or identify EEMs (Younger 2007). A
number of studies address such issues; a few are described
below. Price and Hart (2002) used interval data from recently
installed meters to identify faulty equipment operation in
buildings. Claridge et al. (1996) used hourly energy consumption data for ongoing commissioning purposes in order to
identify broad strategies of scheduling changes and temperature settings likely to improve building energy efficiency.
Piette et al. (1998) presented the tests of an information monitoring and diagnostic system targeted toward on-site building
operators and engineers. The system is based on a top-down
approach; i.e., from a whole-building analysis to system and
component diagnostics. A study by Brown et al. (2010) illustrated the fact that building energy-failure modes and various
other anomalies in building operation can be detected from
smart meter data. The main failures identified were heating (or
cooling) not required during the season in question, building
heating during unoccupied hours, high base load consumption
and excessive energy consumption.
A few studies have also used data mining methods in a
somewhat limited manner. Let us consider clustering which is
useful for creating day type clusters prior to model identification. Some examples of such studies are those by Dhar et al.
(1999), Li et al. (2010), and Seem (2005 and 2007), who in
addition have addressed the issue of outlier detection.
2

However, the analysis techniques proposed do not consider
daily energy use in its 24 hourly dimensions, but depend upon
extracted features such as daily peak and average electricity
consumption. Further, it is left to the user to decide on the
number of outliers he/she would like to remove before
proceeding to the clustering phase. Also, the clustering technique, namely the agglomerative hierarchical clustering
method, requires the user to specify the ‘stopping rule’ that
determines when to stop combining the nearest clusters.
The occupancy factor proves to be an important regressor
in estimating building energy consumption at higher resolution time scales, such as hourly time scales. Although important, the published literature dealing with this aspect of
building energy use and performance is rather limited. One of
the simplest methods is to separate the data into “occupied”
and “unoccupied” groups and build models on these two
respectively using indicator or dummy variables (Reddy
2011).Although simple, this is not the best way to model occupancy because of variable occupancy; this approach generally
provides limited improvement to the model prediction accuracy. An alternative method is to develop individual models for
each hour of the day and for each day type identified (Katipamula et al. 1998). Keith and Krarti (1999) proposed a methodology for developing a simplified prediction tool to estimate
peak occupancy rate from readily available information,
specifically average occupancy rate and number of rooms
within an office building and as such, required extensive monitoring of occupancy for a 12-month period. Camden (1999)
accounted for changes in occupancy while calculating energy
savings from retrofits by including occupancy density as an
additional regressor. Abushakra and Claridge (2001) used a
surrogate occupancy regressor derived from lighting and
equipment load schedules (diversity factors).
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
This paper describes the outlier detection and day typing
phases while the companion paper (Jalori and Reddy 2015)
proposes a unified modeling framework meant for three
purposes: baseline modeling, condition monitoring, and shortterm load prediction. The primary distinction of this paper
compared to others lies in that the clustering algorithm
proposed is based on a 24-dimension vector (representing
each hourly energy use datum) for each day as against aggregated values (such as the average and the peak) as adopted in
various studies (such as those by Seem [2005 and2007]). The
various steps followed during the day typing and outlier detection part are described below.
Visual Exploration of Data
The first step in the development of any screening/clustering methodology is the visual exploration of energy
consumption data. We have generated such plots in order to
acquire insights into the behavior of the data being analyzed.
This data visualization step is not needed in the normal implementation of the proposed methodology, but is shown here for
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the benefit of the reader. Past studies, for example Capehart
(2004) and Haberl and Abbas (1998), have proposed multiple
ways of visually exploring this data such as time series, scatter
plots, and box-and-whisker plots to develop an understanding
of the underlying patterns. We suggest that time series plots of
the energy consumption data be generated first on the monthly
basis and subsequently based on day types. The former would
reveal seasonal shifts in consumption while the latter would
indicate the variation of energy consumption across similar
day types. These graphs also show the seasonal shifts in
consumption, and help visually identify any outliers, i.e. day
profiles with irregular energy consumption patterns. Scatter
plots of the energy consumption with the outdoor dry-bulb
temperature help visually explore the relationship between the
two dependent variables. It also allows for a quick identification of any change-points required for modeling purposes.
As a first step, we suggest that the annual data set be separated simply into three broad groups: weekdays, Saturdays,
and Sundays/holidays. However, any specific characteristics
or deviations between these three groups are identified during
subsequent analysis, and if possible, a physical explanation
attributed to such deviations. For example, weekday patterns
for buildings on a university campus tend to show differences
between school in-session and out-of-session periods.
Data Normalization
To be able to cluster energy profiles for all the day types,
we would require them to be normalized against occupancy.
We propose the following simple means.
•

For a weekday i and hour j, the hourly energy use is:
E' i j = (1 / 2) · Ei,j / Ei

•

(1)

For a Saturday, Sunday, or a holiday i, and hour j, the
hourly energy use is:
E' i j = (1 / 2) · Ei,j / Ei preceding Friday

(2)

Where
Ei,j = actual energy consumption for a given day i at a given
hour j
Ei = average energy consumption for the given day i
The energy consumption of any hour can lie on either side
of the average energy consumption for the given day. Dividing
by the average energy consumption for a given day results in
certain hours assuming normalized values greater than 1. To
correct for this and to restrict the normalized data points to
fractional values between 0 and 1, we suggest dividing the
normalized data point by 2. Additionally, for weekends to be
identified as a separate day type than the weekdays, the hourly
energy consumption for weekends was divided by the average
energy consumption of a preceding Friday. This was done to
ensure that the fractions generated for weekends can be
compared directly with those of the weekdays.
AT-15-003

Clustering/Day Typing and
Outlier Detection and Removal
After evaluating different clustering algorithms,
DBSCAN (density-based spatial clustering of applications
with noise) was selected because it has the following properties and advantages:
•
•
•
•
•

robust in identifying outliers/noise points
assigns each object to a single cluster based on a density
based partitional clustering algorithm
can handle clusters of various shapes and sizes
makes no assumptions about the distribution of the data
merges clusters so as to identify an optimal number
based on some criterion such as minimum number of
points in each cluster

DBSCAN is an established clustering technique with
applications in various areas, for example, finding anomalies
in monthly temperature data (Celik et al. 2011), classification
of network traffic (Erman et al. 2006), and email spam detection (Ahmed and Mikki 2013). This study proposes an early
application of this technique in the building energy-efficiency
domain.
Evaluation of the performance of the clustering algorithm
is based on the counts of test records correctly and incorrectly
classified by the model. These counts are tabulated in a table
known as the confusion matrix. Each entry fi,j in this table
denotes the number of records from class i incorrectly
predicted to be of class j. For instance, f0,1 is the number of
records from class 0 incorrectly predicted as class 1. Similarly,
f1,1 is the number of records from class 1 correctly predicted
as class 1. The confusion matrix also includes additional clusters identified by the model from the data points along with the
number of different data points assigned to each of these clusters. Finally, the confusion matrix also lists the number of
noise points/outliers identified as unclustered instances as
well as the total number of incorrectly clustered data points.
The algorithmic basis of the DBSCAN procedure can be
found in any suitable data mining reference (for example, the
work by Ester et al. [1996]). The key idea behind the algorithm
is that for each point within a cluster, there should be at least
a minimum number of points within a specified radius, i.e., the
density in the neighborhood have to exceed some threshold.
Any data point or a group of data points that do not fulfill the
criteria shall remain unclustered and will be identified as noise
points/outliers. Essentially, clustering with DBSCAN requires
two parameters to be determined, MinPoints (minimum
number of points required for a cluster to be formed) and Eps
or Epsilon (density radius). However, the most appropriate
numerical values for both of these parameters to be assumed
would depend on the particular data set, and so this aspect was
also investigated (and described as follows), keeping in mind
that it is preferable to: (i) flag as few noise points/outliers as
possible since removal of too many data points may bias the
analysis and (ii) identify fewer numbers of clusters because it
3
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would result in a less cumbersome and more robust energy-use
baseline model.
It is important to understand the importance of finding a
balance between too few or too many noise points /outliers and
clusters, as these directly affect the energy prediction process.
A large number of noise points/outliers suggest that the building is not properly operated, and their exclusion might lead to
a model that is too sterile. On the other hand, too many clusters
would represent an irregularly operated building with large
variations in energy consumption. Additionally, this may also
affect the identified model stability as too many different day
types have to be accounted for. (This is analogous to multivariate model development where inclusion of too many regressors may lead to increased model internal prediction accuracy
but also to a model with lower stability and higher model external prediction uncertainty.) Smaller number of clusters would
suggest regular building operation with lesser variations and
also helps identify a more robust model based on fewer day
types.
Occupancy/Schedule Extraction
As discussed earlier, occupancy is an important regressor
variable when predicting building energy consumption at
higher resolution time scales such as at the hourly level. The
hourly energy consumption profiles are, to a large extent, an
indicator of the occupancy, i.e., the number of people inside
the building, and of the connected loads and their operating
schedules. It is the variations in these parameters that change
the load profiles. The hourly occupancy fractions from the
smart meter data can be extracted using Equations 1 and 2 and
will serve as an important regressor for the subsequent hourly
energy prediction model. Note that the hourly occupancy fractions are reflective of those of human occupancy, lighting and
equipment scheduling, and HVAC operation modes.
CASE STUDY ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Description of buildings
Table 1 summarizes the key features of the two analyzed
office buildings, one synthetic (the DOE medium-office prototype) building and another, an actual office building. The U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) medium-prototype office building was simulated using typical meteorological year 3
(TMY3) climatic data for Phoenix, AZ. The building has a
conditioned floor area of approximately 54,000 ft2 (5000 m2)
and the space is distributed over three floors. The actual office
building is located in Denver, CO. It has a conditioned floor
area of approximately 185,000 ft2 (17,200 m2) and the space
is distributed over seven floors.

here. The interested reader can refer to the paper by Jalori
(2013) for a more complete set of figures.
The monthly graphs for the synthetic office building
(SOB) in Figure 1 reveal that the energy consumption of the
building has a varying amplitude over the year due to ambient
temperature changes. The consumption levels are the lowest
during the winter month of January, reaching a high from July
through April and again falling back from November. The
different diurnal profile types in the monthly graphs are a
result of the different day types within the month, i.e., weekdays, Saturdays, and Sundays. These become clearer as the
profiles are segregated based on day types. Being simulated,
the energy profiles are very well-behaved, unlike the actual
office building (AOB) profiles shown in Figure 2 that exhibit
much greater variations.
The monthly graphs in Figure 2 reveal that the energy
consumption of the actual building stays more constant
throughout the year and does not cycle based on the different
seasons. Also, this building has much higher base load
consumption as compared to the SOB. This suggests that the
AOB is more weather independent and internal-load dominated than the SOB.
Data Normalization and Clustering
The daily energy profiles are then normalized, as
described previously. Clustering, using the DBSCAN algorithm, helps identify the optimum number of day types and
separates the noise or outlier points. Two separate iterations,
similar to a crude search and then a finer search, were carried
out for the Eps parameter, i.e., the density radius of the clusters. Iteration 1 involved taking large increments of Eps to
identify the approximate range over which the clusters start
forming. Subsequently, Iteration 2 was performed to determine the optimal value of this parameter. We paired these
values of Eps with different values of the parameter MinPoints
ranging from 2 to 6 points, and studied the resulting confusion
matrices. The confusion matrices indicate the final values of
Table 1.
S. No.

Feature

1

Building type

Synthetic office
building (SOB)

Actual office
building (AOB)

2

Location

Phoenix, AZ

Denver, CO

3

Area, ft2 (m2)

53,600 (4980)

185,220 (17,207)

4

Number of
floors

3

6 + lower level

5

Data channel

Energy Data Visualization
The first step of the analysis is the visual exploration of
the energy data for the given buildings. Due to restriction in the
number of figures, only a few representative figures are shown
4

Office Building’s Summary
Description

Whole-building electric
AT-15-003
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the parameters Eps and MinPoints, and assemble various clusters and the total number of day-type profiles that fall under
each of these clusters. Also, as mentioned previously, each of
the three broader day-type groups, i.e., weekdays, Saturdays,
and Sundays show further subgroups with the subsequent
number of data points under each of the subgroups. The confusion matrices also indicate the total number of unclustered or
outlier data points and the number of incorrectly clustered data
points, i.e., those data points that did not fall under the previously stamped day type from the energy meter.
SOB. Looking at Iteration 1 (Figure 3), performed in
steps of 0.1 for Eps, we notice that the clustering within each
of the three day types only happens in the range 0.2–0.3 of the
Eps parameter. For Eps = 0.3 in Iteration 1, the clustering
returns a perfect result, with each of the profiles being clearly
identified and having a nil clustering error. Finally, when Eps
is changed to 0.2, 10 different clusters are formed and 23 noise
points are identified, as shown in Table 2.
Additionally, we have investigated the effect of combining these with values of MinPoints ranging from 2 to 6. The
noticeable trend is that the numbers of clusters reduce while
the number of noise points increase. For example, at fixed Eps
= 0.2, the number of clusters reduce from 11 to 9 and the
number of noise points increase from 21 to 39 as MinPoints
increases from 2 to 6. This trend is obvious as a larger value
of the MinPoints parameter would result in points being unable
to form clusters, and are then identified as noise points.
In Iteration 2, values of Eps were varied from 0.29 to
0.21 in steps of 0.01. Different combinations with MinPoints
ranging from 1 to 6 were carefully examined using the result-

ing confusion matrices (only two such combinations are
shown in Table 2) for each case. At Eps value of 0.25, the
clustering still returns a perfect result; only when its value is
changed to 0.24 does an additional cluster form with 22
Saturdays during the hot summer months. The MinPoints
parameter exhibits the same trend described above. For
example, at Eps = 0.21, the number of clusters reduces from
8 to 7, and the number of noise points increases from 19 to
35 as MinPoints increases from 2 to 6. We finally selected a
value of Eps = 0.24, MinPoints = 3 (Table 2), because the
number of clusters is 4 (all Saturdays during the summer
being the additional cluster), and the number of noise points
(15) is much smaller. Other clusters also resulted in number
of clusters being 4 with lesser noise points, but they were not
as meaningful. Additionally, it is found that the noise points
identified by the clustering algorithm were mostly Mondays
and Tuesdays (when Mondays were holidays) during the
summer months of May, June, July, and August. This was
caused by a sudden spike of energy consumption in the mornings when the HVAC system came on after it was shut off
during the weekend.
AOB. Similar to the synthetic building, two clustering
iterations were carried out for the actual office building as
well. Looking at Iteration 1 graphs (Figure 4) and the
corresponding confusion matrices (Table 3), it is clear that
Saturday profiles are clustered separately from Sundays as we
change the Eps value from 0.5 (38 Saturday data points
assigned to Sunday and only 3 Saturday data points assigned
to the Saturday cluster) to 0.4 (no Saturday points assigned to
the Sunday cluster and 28 Saturday data points assigned to the

Figure 1

Diurnal energy use profiles for two months and for two days over one year for the SOB. These plots are meant to illustrate
the weather dependency across the year and the variation to be expected even in an idealized building.
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Saturday cluster). Hence, this identifies the range of this
parameter for Iteration 2. With respect to the MinPoints

parameter, at Eps = 0.4 for example, as the value of MinPoints
increases from 2 to 6, the number of clusters reduces from 13

Figure 2 Diurnal energy use profiles for two months and for two days over one year for the AOB. These plots are meant to illustrate the larger variability to be expected as compared to a SOB (shown in Figure 1).

Figure 3 Clustering iterations for the SOB. These figures demonstrate relationships between values of the clustering parameters (Eps) and the resulting number of clusters (MinPoints) and noise points. Iteration 1 involved taking large steps
of Eps to identify where the clusters actually started forming, whereas Iteration 2 is a finer-step analysis meant to
decide on the optimal value of this parameter.
6
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Table 2.

SOB: Confusion Matrices

Iteration 1: MinPoints—3; Eps—0.3
Unclustered instances: 5

Incorrectly clustered instances: 0

Classes to cluster:
0

1

2



Assigned to cluster

63

0

0



Sunday (0)

0

245

0



Weekday (1)

0

0

52



Saturday (2)
Iteration 1: MinPoints—3; Eps—0.2

Unclustered Instances: 23

Incorrectly clustered instances: 58
Classes to cluster:

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9



Assigned to cluster

40

0

0

0

6

0

0

17

0

0

|

Sunday (0)

0

233

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

|

Weekday (1)

0

0

11

10

0

3

10

0

7

5

|

Saturday (2)

Iteration 2: MinPoints—3; Eps—0.25
Unclustered Instances: 8

Incorrectly clustered instances: 0

Classes to cluster:
0

1

2



Assigned to cluster

63

0

0



Sunday (0)

0

242

0



Weekday (1)

0

0

52



Saturday (2)
Iteration 2: Minpoints—3, Eps—0.24

Unclustered instances:15

Incorrectly clustered instances: 22

Classes to cluster:
0

1

2

3



Assigned to cluster

63

0

0

0



Sunday (0)

0

235

0

0



Weekday (1)

0

0

30

22



Saturday (2)

to 5 but the number of noise points increases from 45 to 83. In
Iteration 2, values of Eps were changed from 0.49 to 0.41 in
steps of 0.01 and two of the confusion matrix results are shown
in Table 3. Although Saturdays are separated from Sundays at
Eps = 0.49, we selected the parameter values Eps = 0.43 and
MinPoints = 3. This is because at Eps = 0.43 value, a separate
cluster is found that identifies 10 consecutive summer
Mondays wherein the building started operations early. The

AT-15-003

MinPoints parameter exhibits similar trends as described
earlier. For example, at Eps = 0.41, the number of clusters
reduces from 12 to 5 and noise points increase from 42 to 74
as MinPoints value changes from 2 to 6. By selecting
MinPoints = 3, we traded an instance with a slightly more
number of noise points with that having a smaller number of
clusters.
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Figure 4 Clustering iterations for the AOB. These figures demonstrate relationships between values of the clustering parameters (Eps) and the resulting number of clusters (MinPoints) and noise points. Iteration 1 involved taking large steps
of Eps to identify where the clusters actually started forming, whereas Iteration 2 is a finer-step analysis meant to
decide on the optimal value of this parameter.
Daily and Hourly Energy Consumption Distribution
The daily total energy use and the diurnal distributions of
the daily and hourly energy consumption profiles for all the
days within the various identified clusters also provide certain
insights. For the SOB, the daily total energy consumption
distribution of the days within different clusters is shown as
box and whisker plots in Figure 5 along with the corresponding coefficients of variation (CV) values of these clusters. For
instance, during weekdays, cluster 1 has a CV of 17.94%;
Saturday, clusters 2 and 3 have CVs of 9.92% and 9.18%
respectively and Sundays, cluster 0 has a CV of 0.14%. The
box plots represent the actual daily energy consumption for
the days within the cluster and have not been corrected for
temperature effects; the wide variations in energy consumption within the day types are a result of these temperature
effects. In the companion paper (Jalori and Reddy 2015) a
daily energy prediction model is identified based on these
clusters, wherein, after correcting for temperature effects, the
resulting model CVs are much lower. This reinforces the fact
that the clusters are, in fact, based on building scheduling and
the wide variations are due to the temperature effects. Finally,
the hourly energy consumption distribution of the weekday
clusters thus formed is shown in Figure 6. The resulting noisy
day profiles are also plotted to show the distinction between
them and the regular days within that cluster. Note that there
are no noise points for Saturdays (Clusters 2 and 3) and
Sundays. The noise points identified in the weekday clusters
8

Figure 5 Box-and-whisker plots of daily energy consumption of various clusters for the SOB showing the
number of data points in each of the identified
clusters and the resulting CV. Also, the number of
noise points for each of the day types is specified.
The wide distributions in the clusters are a result
of temperature effects, and when corrected for
those effects, the resulting CV decreases as
discussed in the main text.
are Mondays during the summer months due to the extra
energy consumption from start-up transients.
Similar plots have been generated for the AOB, for which
there are more clusters. The daily total energy as well as the
diurnal distributions of the clusters is shown in Figures 7 and
AT-15-003
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Table 3.

AOB: Confusion Matrices

Iteration 1: MinPoints—3, Eps—0.5
Unclustered instances: 28

Incorrectly clustered instances: 46

Classes to cluster:
0

1

2

3

4



Assigned to cluster

44

1

0

4

0



Sunday (0)

0

244

0

0

3



Weekday (1)

38

0

3

0

0



Saturday (2)

Iteration 1: MinPoints—3; Eps—0.4
Unclustered instances: 54

Incorrectly clustered instances: 30

Classes to cluster:
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7



Assigned to cluster

41

1

0

0

0

4

3

0



Sunday (0)

0

212

0

0

10

0

0

3



Weekday (1)

0

0

28

9

0

0

0

0



Saturday (2)

Iteration 2: MinPoints—3; Eps—0.44
Unclustered instances: 43

Incorrectly clustered instances: 11

Classes to cluster
0

1

2

3

4

5



Assigned to cluster

41

1

0

4

3

0



Sunday (0)

0

233

0

0

0

3



Weekday (1)

0

0

37

0

0

0



Saturday (2)

Iteration2: MinPoints—3; Eps—0.43
Unclustered instances: 48

Incorrectly clustered instances: 20

Classes to cluster:
0

1

2

3

4

5

6



Assigned to cluster

41

0

0

0

4

3

0



Sunday (0)

0

219

0

10

0

0

3



Weekday (1)

0

0

37

0

0

0

0



Saturday (2)

8. The resulting noise profiles are also plotted to show the
distinction between them and the regular days within that cluster. These plots reveal that the proposed methodology is subtle
enough so that diurnal profiles that superficially look similar
are identified as separate ones. Finally, the clustering methodology proposed ensures that the final daily and hourly energy
prediction models optimize the number of clusters, accounting
for wide variations in building operations, and the number of
outlier points, ensuring that the models thus identified are not
AT-15-003

too sterile. These finer resolutions will likely lead to a more
robust and superior set of baseline models.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper summarizes results of a study whose objective
was to develop a methodology for screening hourly building
electricity profiles over a year so as to discern outliers or noisy
data points and to identify clusters or groups of diurnal profiles
which exhibit differences. The clustering algorithm proposed
9
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Figure 6 Box-and-whisker plots of hourly energy consumption of cluster 1 for the SOB. Note that the wide variations in the
24-hour profiles are due to the temperature effects. The 24-hour profiles for the noise days are plotted in order to
demonstrate that the proposed methodology is subtle enough that diurnal profiles that superficially look similar are
identified as separate ones.

is based on a 24-dimension vector (representing each hourly
energy use) for each day as against using aggregated values
(such as the average and the peak) as adopted in other studies.
Two data sets, one generated by a detailed simulation program
using the DOE medium-office building prototype (referred to
as the SOB) and another from monitoring a real building
(referred to as the AOB) were used to illustrate the day typing
and outlier-identification methodology and to walk the reader
through the interpretation of the intermediate results. The
results of each step were plotted to enhance comprehension,
though the ultimate objective is to fully automate this process
with little or no user intervention.
The analysis revealed that, in case of the SOB, the methodology was robust enough to identify the assumed schedules
correctly and sensitive enough to catch the early morning
excess energy use due to start-up transients during the
Mondays of the summer months. The results of the AOB
provide a reality check of what is to be expected in the case of
a real building. Obviously, a real building will have more outliers and exhibit a higher number of clusters than a synthetic one
owing to random changes or planned seasonal operational
changes in diurnal operation or due to the onset of faults.
Smaller values of the Eps parameter (density radius) will be
adequate for a synthetic building. Specifically, the SOB had a
total of 4 clusters or day types, 2 for weekdays and 1 each for
Saturdays and Sundays, whereas the AOB had 5 clusters or
day types, 2 for weekdays, 1 for Saturdays and 2 for Sundays.
Further, the analysis identified 15 noise points for the SOB and
48 for the AOB.
Finally, it is clear that some subjectivity is involved in
selecting threshold values of the screening parameters. A large
number of outliers suggest that the building is not properly
operated, and their exclusion might lead to a model that is too
sterile. On the other hand, too many clusters would represent
an irregularly operated building with large variations in energy
consumption, and would affect subsequent model stability and
10

Figure 7 Box-and-whisker plots of daily energy consumption of various clusters for the AOB showing the
number of data points in each of the identified
clusters and the resulting CV. Also, the number of
noise points for each of the day types is specified.
The wide distributions in the clusters are a result
of temperature effects, and when corrected for
those effects, the resulting CV decreases as
discussed in the main text.

robustness. In order to automate the entire screening process,
specific numerical values have to be preselected for the two
parameters needed by the DBSCAN algorithm (which could
subsequently be fine-tuned a little), namely Eps (density
radius parameter) and MinPoints (minimum number of data
points within each cluster). This would require analyzing a
more exhaustive data set of building types, sizes and locations
from which generalized guidelines can be developed. The
companion paper (Jalori and Reddy 2015) describes a novel
unified model framework which builds on the screening methodology proposed in this paper in order to identify baseline
AT-15-003
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Figure 8 Box-and-whisker plots of hourly energy consumption for weekdays, Saturdays, and Sundays/Holidays clusters for the
AOB. Note that the wide variations in the 24-hour profiles is in part due to the temperature effects. The noisy 24-hourly
profiles are also drawn to illustrate how they differ from the clustered profiles and to show the wide variability in the
noisy profiles in an actual office building.
models suitable for verifying energy savings from energy
conservation measures, for condition monitoring, and for
short-term load prediction needed for demand response
programs.
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